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CHAPTER I
INTRCD JOTICN
Today we recognize that the delinquent cr criminal ie net a special
type biologically discernible from the normal personality. The majority
i3 not physically cr psychologically grossly different from the normal
individuals. Their deviation is a matter of development depending mcr9
upon the life history of the person than upon heredity. In other words,
a great number of delinquents and criminals could, under different
circumotances, have developed into normal personalities.''
Antisocial behavior can be differentiated under four headinrs
—
infantile misbehavior, childhood fcehavl r disorder, delinquency and
crime. These headings correspond tc the natural age periods of the
individual, i.e., pre-achoci period, school, a.dole3cent and maturity.
All these cla3aificaticns of behavior have the common feature of a
failure to meet the prescribed behavior generally required for social
living at the age period in question. They differ only in variation
of complexity corresponding tc the age involved and the relative degree
of experience, sophistication and responsibility.
~
P ’.'RFC 3Z
?cr the purpose of this thesis the writer hae confined the 9tudy to
1 3amuel 2. Crgel, "Identification as a Socializing and Thera-
peutic Tores,'
1
Journal of Crthopsychiatry
,
January, 1941.
2 Henrietta Addition, " ^nvirenment as it delates to Delinquency,
J curnal of Social Hygiene
,
November, 1928, p. 4/2.
;
2the group of children classified as childhood behavior disorders. The
cver-all objective is to study the behavior cf these pre-delinquent
children in school, in the neighborhood, in camp and at the clinic, es-
pecially in relation tc the adults in these settings and to 3-ee to what
extent their behavior toward these adult3 differs from that in the home.
Because the writer's interest and focus w a upon the e actional life of
these children and their various needs, Instincts, and deprivations, very
little consideration mas given to their external environment, in each
case it has been very briefly described for the nurpose cf giving an ver-
all picture of each situation. The writer has not attempted to deal with
those casa3 in terms of specific causation, but an attempt w 3 made to
find out what aspects of their behavior were or were not duplicated in
situations other than tne horns. Although special emphasis was placed on
studying the behavior cf bne3e children in relation to adults, acme con-
sideration was given to their total behavior and adjustment in the heme
and community.
>OCP :
The thirteen caae3 used for this study were selected from the files
of the desearch Project which is being; carried on at the Habit Clinic
for Child Guidance. At the time this study was undertaken the total
case loai for the Research Project was forty, v/hich included two girls
and thirty-ei ht boys. ' ut cf the group of thirty-eight beys the writer
selected all cf the boys who had been to ca np and for whom camp reports
were available. The writer was particularly interested in studying the
behavior f these children as described by someone outside of their fami-

ly and also in studying thsir behavior in an environment ether than their
hca®. Per these reasons only boys with camp experience war chosen.
The Research Project started in October of 1^47* The cases chosen
for this study were selected from the total number cf cases known to the
project from the tine it started untio October of l?k9» line of the
cases were active, and four were closed when this atud., was started. A.11
of the boys used in t^is must have attends! ca-jp, but n< attempt was lade
to study the behavior changes in ca:ip, n ighborhcod, school and h oe,
which might hive resulted from treat lent.
;cms -.3 D -TA.
Material for this thesis was obtained from the case records cf the
Research Project, ca p reoerts and from taik3 with the psychiatrist and
the social wor er of the project. T e theories about delinquency were
obtained fron the literature which ie listed i ; t s bibli grap y.
M 1TI: D
Chapt r II includes a review cf the literature on delinquency in
addition to the history of the Research Project. The case studies are
presented in Chapter III, which is followed by the Summary and Con-
clusions in Snapter IV,

Oli.VFTSR II
3CM2 PRC hi IMS F ^INQblNCY
"Delinquency io the consequence cf an inhibition cf development or
cf a regression, which tales place somewhere along the path from pri ai-
tive reality adaptation to social adaptation! "
An examination cf all of the seemingly contradictory explanations cf
the causes of delinquency reveals that they i i.av3 c ne common den; i-
natcr. This denominator can be described as the child's inability to
meet the obligations cr te mtationo of a particular situation without
resorting to socially unacceptable behavi r or to viola ti ^ cf the
criminal law.
Human behavior is the product of a continuous and dynamic interplay
between the human organism and its environment. Tni3 interplay necessi-
tates constant adaptations tc the prohibitions and conventions imposed
2
by society.
Behavior tendencies which make people suitable tc live in com -ami-
ty life are acquired during the early developmental periods. The in-
herited instinctual drives do not possess originally any qualities which
would guarantee social behavi' r. docial life is based on certain ac-
quired restrictions cf erotic and destructive tendencies, and these re-
1 Au ust Aichhcrn, .ayward ii . th
,
p. 1 99*
2 ohsldcn Glueck and Sleanor Glueck, "fcnat Do e Know About
Delinquency?," Survey Mid-aonthly
,
March, 19^4.

stricticns are reinforced through what fraud called the reality princi-
ple. The soall child's mental processes are -uided by the pleasure
principle in the tendency to -ratify immediately overy nsod and to avoid
pain. Phe reality principle ia a mere far seeing attitude ao it involves
controlling the instinctual demands in accordance with the requirements
of a riven situation. The universal basis cf criminal inclinations is
the instability in the psychological balance between social restrictions
and gratifications.^
Cnly un.ir the prsisun cf painful . irienees does a shild radu-
ally learn to I pose restrictions upon hia primitive impulses and to ac-
cept the demands of society withe t conflict, thus becoming socially ac-
4
ceptable. If a child is damaged in i3 early love life by toe severe
disappointments or harshness cr toe rsat indulgence, he builds up re-
action patterns which arc damaged, incomplete cr too delicate to support
the wear and bear cf Ilfs. a is not able to form satisfactory relation-
shims, and he is unprepared for life. He lacks the ability to regulate
and control his conscious and unconacio a instinctual drives. The result
is a feeling of insecurity in relation to his fellow ien, and it consti-
tutes one of the first and .oat i portant conditions for the development
of delinquency.
A child ay have an inner conflict because a part cf his own person-
ality forbids the indulgence of instinctual desires and strivings, and
5 Franz Mexander and William Healy, Hoots of Gri o .
4 iichhcrn, op. cit.

his dal inquant behavior results from thi3 conflict. Cn the ether hand a
child may bs in cnen conflict with his environment, because his instinc-
tual needs and desires have been frustrated, and here vain we can ob-
serve delinquent behavior.
Sigmund ?reud has de >enstrated that emotion blocked In its direct
outlet seeks dischar~a over a devious pathway* If the emotion : as been
repressed, it seeks expression in a disguised form, and delinq ..ent fce-
havi r can be an outlet for repressed emetic .
In summary, a delinquent act is the direct expression of an instinc-
tual drive or a reaction formation a alnst an instinctual drive or an
inefficient compromise between the instinctual drlv j and the renressing
forces.^! certain a o nt cf emotional gratification is biologically
essential to everyone. The need rust be met in seme manner, either
through normal, neurotic, perverse or delinquent channels.
The normal child, haloed by secure, stable parents, learns hew to
curb hie primitive impulses, to postpone their satisfaction or to modify
them along socially acceptable lines. The child whe fails in this de-
velop ent is time socially unadjusted child*
lo the child’s superego develops, ho begins to s' w self-critical
cencern about his behavior. 3y tne process cf repeated parental en-
couragement ar.d uirsctlcn the child is able to develop an. inner capacity
5 Ibid .
5 Ibid .
7 George Gardner, ’Dyne, ale Mechanism In Delinquent Behavior,"
> li th GoIIe a studies _ n hoc ial Vcr
,
September, 1 ?46.

for discipline. This inner capacity fcr discipline regains for ths rest
of his life as the great al *y of the cuter authcrit, in the moral, ethical
and social guidance cf his behavior. In one person this inner authority
may be excessive, whereas it nay be inadequate in another, and that is
the person who will defy social custo is.
iisbshavicr in a child is a plea fcr uaip and a signal cf distress,
lellef should be given as soon as possible before the patterns become
habitual and fixed, and the misbehavior proteases fro a pre-delinquency
into adult crime.
Antisocial behavior is an extremely duplex problem. The community
always remains liable for delinquency and crime either at its inception
q
or at its end stares, and pr iveuti -n is always more economical than cure.
Thi 333&UCH FRiJ .CT
C 1_3ID
Studies of delinquent children a3 a - roup have usually followed
court proceed In a, and c nsequently the a, s group ho a been beyond the
first decade. The results cf the studies have, as a whole, beer, dio-
ccur ; ing, and it has been recognized that neitner psychiatric concepts
n~r social techniques have oroven adequate to alter the behavior patterns
of the delinquents by the time they h^.ve reached the Juvenile Court.
Studies of the historical background cf a large percent of adult crimi-
nals show that tendencies toward antisccial behavi r begin eoriy in their
5 ibr m olau, ’Childhood Behavior Disorders and Delinquency,
n
'.ental Hygiene
,
April,
s'
o
lives.' Therefore, in an atte pt to prevent future delinquency, a logical
approach would be to treat these antisocial children at an early a _a.
With this purpose in mind the lesearch Project was started in (ctcber,
1947.
The aims and objectives of this project are as follows:
1. To study the personality and environment of pre-de-
linquent children within the normal range of intelligence.
2. To apply such psychiatric and social techniques a3 are
available sued to endeavor to manipulate toe environment
in such ways as will contribute to the therapy—the
study to embrace all psychiatric techniques, those of
psychiatric social service and psychology, aid of such
other fields as education and sociology, that will
contribute to the understanding of behavior problems.
To keep careful records in order tc be able tc evalu-
ate the results, including all techniques and disciplines
utilized in individual cases.
4. To demonstrate the value of the various disciplines dis-
cussed above, in effecting changes In attitudes and in
behavior considered a forerunner of delinquency. U
I'MWii P( ix JY
The cases are limited to children between their fourth and tenth
birthdays whose antisocial behavior appears to manifest neurotic needs,
including both the overly aggressive children and trie pao ive children
who get late difficulty because they are easily led. Oases are also
limited to children whoso antisocial behavior is not primarily due to a
poor intellectual endowment, or the result of organic disease, i.a.,
9 abl t Jiinlc Vj. .-arch 7 rc j ec t Cone 3rnin Fr --Delinquent
Children
, 1947, p. 1.
10 Ibid.
,
p. i

post-encephalitis cr pcst-menlngitis, etc.
PSR3 nnjil ,\.:d PRC02:Di:U
The staff of the Research Projects consists cf a psychiatrist, a
psychiatric social worker and a secrat.ry. The psychiatrist studies the
personality of the child and tho ictivea and meaning of the ch'ld's
antisocial behavior. The social worker plans for regular interviews
with the pareirt for the purpose of supplementing, the over-all plan of
treatment. 3ne obtains a complete history from tne parent and works in
close co-operation with the psychiatrist. The social worker also in-
vestigates the community resources available within the child's environ-
ment and helps tho parent and child in utilizing these resources. In
addition she works with the schools for the purpose cf obtaining their
co-operation and interpretin, the child's needs and prcble-is.
ICO ITl N
The Research Project is located at the Habit Clinic for Child
Guidance. The project is financed by a grant from the National Mental
Health Fund, whereas the iiablt Clinic is a member of tne Greater vostcn
Community /und. Tne Habit Clinic studies and treats children from the
ages of throe tc twelve who present behavior difficulties in the home,
school or community, or children who have 3cma handicapping personality
traits or undesinble habits.
Cases referred tc the Habit Clinic are reviewed and discussed at an
intake conference. Intake for the Research Project is ro-tei through
the intake worker of the Habit Clinic, and these cases are also pre-
sented at the clinic's intake conference. The Resea -ch Project has be-
'.
coma increasingly mors allied with the Habit Clinic in connection with
its intaka procedures, as it enables the project to be acre selective in
buildin up its case load.
,\: iz II i k-.?
Camp placements are made on an individual basis according to the
needs of the individual child. The Research rrojsct is equipped to give
financial help when necessary to make camp plans. In some cases the
project works in co-operaticn with other social a encies which are inter-
ested in the case. In acme cases the project 'Takes a direct camp re-
ferral, whereas in others the parents completely hand, e the camp plans
and arrangements. ill of the boys included in t:.is study, except cna,
attended a camp which waa geared to the nor ial child. The exception
attended a treatment camp which functioned for the '’problem child.
• /
J FTSR III
CAS3 3TUDI33
The thirteen bo/e chosen for tine study range in age from six years
to ten years inclusive. Their a; as and intelligence quotients have been
presented in table fern.
It is interesting to note the position of each child within the
family group, bight of the thirteen boys studied were the oldest children
in the family. A table has been presented which shews the position in
the family for the grour..
The boys’ academic achievements in school have also been presented
in table form. Nine cf the boys studied were doing satisfactory school
work, and only one boy was failing.
For the punesa of gaining an cver-all picture cf the home situations
a table has been included which shows the type of home these boys were
from. In only two cases were the parents living together and taking a
satisfactory marital adjustment.
Cnly one cf the boys studied showed antisocial behavior in all four
settings, the heme, neighborhood, school and camp. A table shewing the
adjustment for each boy studied in the four settings has also been in-
cluded*/ In the case presentations the boy’ 3 behavior has been described
in detail under these headings In addition to his behavior at the clinic
in relation to the doctor. The boy's behavior in relation to adults has
been stressed in addition tc his emotional needs, frustrations and depri-
vations and their relationship to hi 3 antisocial behavior.
The writer wishes to draw attention to several facts In connection

with the camp reporta given in the case studies. In most instances the
reports were v/ritten by the boys’ counselors, and in many cases these
counselors were inexperienced \9 far as psychiatric training and under-
standing were concerned. The camp reports varied in the amount of detail
given, although in most cases the reports wore fairly complete. The in-
formation given in the carp reports was ail acquired from the original
source, and no comments from the boys’ parents in connection with their
camp adjustment were included. Cne of th9 reasons for selecting boys with
camp experience was to obtain a description of their behavior by someone
outside of their family.
TABLE NC. I
AGS DISTRIBUTION
Age Number
1
o yrs. a
7 yrs. 4
8 yrs. 5
9 yrs. 2
10 yrs. 2
Total 15
The average Intelligence quotient cf the twelve children for whom
a report was available was 110.1. The table on the following pare shews
the distribution

15
Table no. ii
DISTRIBUTION CF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
Intelligence Quotients Number
;o- 99 5
100-109 2
110-119 4
120-129 5
Not stated 1
Total 15
The following table allows the child’s pooiticn in the family.
T^BLE NO. Ill
POSITION' IN THE FAMILY
Position Number
Only child 1
First cf 2 children 6
First of 5 children 2
iecond of ) children 1
Third of 4 children 1
Third of 7 children 1
Fourth of 5 children 1
Total 15
Tne table on tho following page 3hcws the distribution of the
groups' acado Ic achievement in school. The writer wishes tc point out
that the following classifications refer only tc the child's academic
achievement, and no consideration was given to the child's behavior or
over-all adjustment in school at this time.
(s
(
T'vBi 2 NO. 17
lOAi.J--;lO ,10111 -173M2NT IN 30HC. I
Glassification " Number
Satisfactory 9
Low
Failing 1
Total 15
Cocauso the heme situations and the parents' marital adjustments
play an important part in the child's emotional life and adjustment, the
following table has boen included.
TABLii 1IC. V
STRJOTUiU OF TK* HCKS
Kind of Home Humber
Parents together(raarltal adjustment satisfactory) 2
Parents together (marital adjustment
Broken
unsatisfactory) 4
Legally separated 1
Mother remarried 1
Father deserted 1
Father died 1
Unsettled
Parents separated several times
but return to each ether 5
Total 15
Four of the families in tna group studied had steady, adequate
incomes provided by the father, in the three situations classified under

V;
Broken Homes due to Legal Separation, Father Deserted, and Father Dead,
the mothers received IDO. Ux of tile fa-ail lev studied "/ere considered
to have inconsistent incomes due to the fact that the father supported
adequately one weak and net the ne .t.
The following table shows the adjustment of each bey in the here,
neighborhood, school and camp. The ”
\
rt indicates that antisocial be-
havior was evident in that particular setting. "S’1 indicate9 satisfactory
adjustment, “i* indicates an excellent adjustment, "0 *a good adjustment,
and V" a fair adjustment.
TABLE NC. 71
INDI 7* DUAL AjJU STMENT
Name Home Neighborhood School Camp
Jack A X 3
Sid \ 3 r*O
Harry X aO X X
Henry X 3 3 G
Bob A X X F
Paul X 3 X X
Ken A 3 A 3
Bill X. 3 X 3
Dick X X X X
Earl V X 3 s
Bud 3 3 s
Joe X X X F
Tom A YA 3 s
0a3e No. I
\t the time Jack was referred, he was nine years old. He was
the third child of seven, and his IQ was 111. Jack was re-
ferred by hia father at the suggestion of a worker from a
social agency.
<
Jac.. was referred to the clinic because of extreme restlessness,
destructive and aggressive behavior in the home in addition to
stealing, kn one occasion he set fire to the house, and he
frequently wandered off and returned late in the evening.
The h-..me situation was extremely poor, and the physical standards
in the heme were very lew; for example, the family was without
a stove for soma time, and many of the windows were broken.
Poker playing, dies shooting and drinking was a typical street
3cane, and there were no recreational facilities available.
Both the mother and father were ille itimate, and the mother had
been illegitimately pregnant with her first child. She was an
intelligent person and carried most of the responsibility for
the family. She often went to work to supplement the father's
income. However, she was a very insecure person with many fears
about herself and Jac ;. She identified Jack with tho negative
qualities of the father and rejected him because of these.
The father was of dull intelligence and was nown to the courts
for stealing and sex activities during adoleaoence. His earnings
ware marginal, and he deserted the heme on one or two occasions,
at which time he went with other women. However, he did express
concern about Jack's behavior, as he did not want Jack to be
like himself.
\a a result of a fall, Jack had acme nerve dama e in his left
hand, and lie did not have full use of this hand. Some of Jack '
3
restless, destructive behavior was due to hia crippled hand, as
it was his way of showing the world he was unafraid, daring, and
smart. Jack was often exhibi ticnistic in his behavior, which
was an attempt to overcome hia feelings of inferiority partially
resulting from hi3 crippled hand. Jack suffered from many
material deprivations due to the unstable financial home situ-
ation. He was sensitive about his poor environment and neighbor-
hood and showed a groat deal of interest in gaining material
posse sions. Kie desire to be the center of attraction was
another attempt to get something, and in this case he was re ching
out for attention, lovs and approval.
The neighbors regarded Jac as 'crazy" and often complained
about his behavior. He was known to the court for sox activity
in a gang of boys. Most of the stealing was done from the
neighborhood stores. According to the teacher Jack's school
work was good, and she did not consider him a behavior problem.
vfter a short period of homesickness at camp Jac adjusted and
adopted the normal interests and activities that the camp situ-
ation offered. He was described as friendly, honest and truthful.
\<
He shewed a 3tron~ desire tc help and co-operate. His eating,
sleeping, and health habits were described aa excellent. Jack
responded well to suggestions and worked better in a group than
alone.
Jack tried to be friendly, co-operative and frank with the psy-
chiatrist. Although Jack was an alert, likable, attractive boy,
he was very unpredictable, and often he shewed a lack of guilt
for his antisocial behavior. The psychiatrist considered Jack tc
be fairly helpless against hia instinctual demands a3 well as
against the panrs of his own conscience.
Jack’s behavior proved to bo a problem in the home and neighbor-
hood, but he made a satisfactory adjustment in school and a very good
adjustment in camp. He identified with hie father, copied his delinquent
behavior and thu3 provoked hostility and a certain amount of rejection
from his mother. His difficulties resulted from a lack cf control over
his inner conflicts which were due to inferiority feelings. \a possible
causes of feelings of inferiority, we note Jack's partially cripplsd hand,
material deprivation in the home, an unstable, insecure father, and an
anxious, fearful mother. Jack's behavior seems tc have been an attempt
to prove to himself and the world that he wa3 unafraid, daring, superior
and secure.
Case Mo . .
I
At the time of referral did was six years old. He was the third
child cf four and had an IQ, of 93* He was referred tc the clinic
by hie mother at the suggestion of the school.
3id' a antisocial behavior -was not a problem in the neighborhood
at the time of referral, but it seemed to be confined to the
home. He was aggre33ive towr.rd his mother and fought with his
siblings. Soiling and enure3is were also problems at the time
of referral.
His home life was very unstable. The family frequently moved,
and the pattern 3eemed to alternate between mother and father
working. Father was an alcoholic, and when he stopped working,
1I
mother would work tc support the family.
Mother was a warm, intelligent narscn. Her health was peer,
and she frequently waa hospitalized for recurrent attacks of
arthritis. 3helovod babi33 but was rejecting of the children
when they grew up and wore nc longer as dependent. She tried to
keep Sid babyish and dependent. She was a dominating person,
and it 3eemed very likely that she played the role of the father,
and father remained the dependent partner. Father alternated
between severe beatings to almost overindulgence with the children.
He was known to have beaten the children until they ware black
and blue.
Sid's aggressive behavior toward his mother was an expression of
rebellion. He resented being treated as a baby and defied his
mother by striking out against her or by becoming very stubborn.
Sid had a big aopetite and was a fat boy. He enjoyed eating
and being big and fat which was another attempt at rebelling
against being a baby. He became upset when his father was drinking,
and his aggressive behavior was alsc an expression cf insecurity
and anxiety.
His behavior at school was described as annoying, but there
seemed t^ be no indications cf the aggressiveness about which
his mother complained. His teacher felt that he was net respectful
and that he did not try to please her. However, he was doing
satisfactory school work.
His camp report stated that lid had made a satisfactory adjustment,
and that there were no indications of behavior problems or malad-
justments.
Sid* s behavior with the psychiatrist alternated betv.’een being
shy and very demanding. The doctor felt that 3id put a great
deal cf vaJue upon material things, and these material possessions
substituted for love and kindness that he lacked at hcm9. 3ii
did net learn from his mistakes and had an unconscious desire to
be caught and punished for his aqpresaive drives.
Material possessions, such as food, were substituted by did for
love and kindness. e see him also reachin; cut for security and af-
fection by aggressive behavior and by beinj very demanding. Hostility,
insecurity and anxiety which resulted from the unsatisfactory relation-
ship did lad with his father were alsc expressed by his aggressive be-
havior.

Case No. Ill
Harry was eight years old at the time cf referral. He was the
oldest of the three children. He was referred tc the clinic
by his mother at the suggestion of a worker from a social agency.
Harry’s behavior in tho heme was very aggressive, and he had many
temper tantrums. Stealing and fire sotting were al3c problems
at tho time of referral. He spont little time in the neighborhood
as he was considered a sissy, and consequently spent moat of his
time in the home.
The home situation was overcrowded, as it consisted of throe
rooms for a family of five, idded to this overcrowded situ-
ation there wa9 constant financial strain.
Mother was described a3 a domineer ing, anxious, somewhat rigid
person. However, she did show seme strength and was sincere
and eager tc dc her be3t. Mother and father constantly threatened
to separate, and the heme atmosphere seemed to be dominated by
marital friction. Mother identified Harry with the negative
qualities of father.
Father was an immature, passivo, effeminate person who had many
sadistic tendencies. He had many conflicts about his masculinity,
and his homosexual tendencies were quite apparent. Father was
very disgusted with Liarry and load little use for him, yet he
was fostering in Harry his own inadequacies.
Harry wa3 extremely deorived of love, attention and affection
especially in his relationship with father who was passive,
immature and sadistic. Father was also a poor figure for identi-
fication for Harry. Harry's stealing seemed tc be an attempt
to gain the love he missed from father.
His aggressive behavior and temper tantrums 3eemei to be a
rebellion against hie own fears and anxieties concerning his
masculinity and an attempt to prove tc himself that he was strong
and powerful. Harry's behavior toward his domineering, rigid
mother was also very likely defying and rebelling.
Harry was making a very poor school adjustment and wae threatened
with expulsion, as he presented ’too nan/ proteins." He had no
friends and was teased and baited by the children. The teacher
said ha was unable 'tc do the work and to make friends."
The camp report described Harry as being obnoxious, ~ut act bad.
Ho rebelled against routine, was rude and lacked a sense of
social conformity. His partic ipa lion in the camp program was
fair, although he was often a distracting and disrupting influence

20
This type of behavior seeded to be hi a method for gaining
attention.
The psychiatrist found Harry to bo an intelligent imaginative
boy who wa3 v ?ry insecure, timid and fearful. lie had fears of
being punished and not liked, and minor tamper tantrums were
observed v;hen he felt insecure. His tendencies to act out seemed
unmanageable at times, and aggression and fear cf aggression
played an important part in his behavior. lie was friendly with
the doctor when given a good amount of tolerance and understanding.
Harry w'.s an insecure, timid, fearful boy who was reaching out for
tolerance, understanding, reassurance and security and at the same time
was rebelling against his own fears. \ie see this same type of behavior
carried over in both the school and camp settings. At ca ip he rebelled
against routine, and at home he rebelled against mother's domination by
temper tantrums and destructive behavior, ills aggressive rebellious
behavior was not only an attempt to gain love and attention but also an
attempt to overcome his fears and prove his own masculinity. leaping in
mind that father was a passive, effeminate person with many conflicts
about his masculinity, it is interesting to note that Harry was ccnoidered
a sissy in the neighborhood and wa3 teased by the children in school. We
see Harry rather closely identified with his father and at the same time
fearful and rebellious with strong tendencies to act out his hostility and
aggression which result from thi3 insecure, deprived relationship with
father.
Pace ITo . IV
At the time of referral Henry was an only child, a, e ten with an
IQ, of 111. He was referred by his moti-ier at the suggestion of a
worker from a social a ency.
Henry stele large amounts cf money from his father and frequently
stayed out all night. He was enuretic, cried easily, had a poor
appetite and lied. His behavior at the clinic also indicated
/ '
•
’•
'
1
4 •
*’
there may have bean some kind of hcmoae>:ual activity going on
between him and hia father.
living conditions ware unsatisfactory due to the fact the
family lived in a small two room apartment upatalrB in the
maternal grandmother's heme, and the family had little privacy
from the maternal grandparents.
Both mother and father were unstable, unsociable and compulsive.
There was a good deal of rivalry between the parents in regard
to both discipline and their relationship with Henry, .'-.other had
seriously considered leaving father, so once a-ain we see a
home atmosphere filled with marital discord. Mother was cver-
anjiiouo and nveractive in her relationship with Henry. \he «
withdrawn, timid person and was overprotec tive of Henry.
Father was an alcoholic and seemed tc be very close to if not
psychotic. He was extremely withdrawn and spent most of his
time alone and always had trouble getting along with people. He
felt misunderstood and discriminated arainst by the family, and
his homosexual tendencies aeemed evident. He gave very little
attention or time tc Henry and was punishing, threatening and
seductive in hia ralaticnshir with the boy.
It is interesting to note Henry's behavior in relation to his
father. For wee
s
at a time father refused to talk to Henry,
and at those times Henry stole from hi3 father. The stealing
was an expression of hostility towards his father as well as
Henry's attempt tc get attention, love and consideration from
him. In other words if father would not give-Eenry would take-
and most of Henry's stealing was from his father. Father hid
money and his various possessions in his own room. In this
connection it is interesting to note that Henry often hid the
money he stole from father. His stealing was also aggressive,
and it was an attempt to prove tc himself that he was strong
and manly and to overcome his feelings of inferiority. It is
interesting to note what an important part the father played in
this case in comparison with the mother's role. Henry treated
his mother more like a sister than a mother. It was noted by
the psychiatrist that he did net seem to worry about her love,
and ho was much more attached to his father than hia mother.
He was called a sissy in the neighborhood, and it appeared that
hi3 delinquent acts were carriod cut in an attempt to gain the
approval of the gang and tc prove his strength. He showed fear
of boys hia own age and usually played with younger boys. He
was the one in the gang who was usually caught, although he was
net the instigator.

usnry did satisfactory work in school, and his conduct mark was
a 13. The teacher thought he was led Into delinquency by the
others and explained that he was uabyieh, cried easily and never
fought back.
The camp report indicated that Henry was a fair camper and made
a fairly good adjustment. inuresis was not a problem at camp.
One incident of mutual masturbation was discovered during hi3
camp period, and he was inclined to be an exhibitionist at times.
He was considered to bo sly, and he avoided doing things he did
not wish to do by becoming ill. His counselor felt that Henry
feared his father, and this fear was carried ovor to a fear of
adults.
A.t the clinic Henry tried to appear and act masculine. However,
it was evident that he was effeminate. His behavior was described
by the doctor as being refined and almost aristocratic. Hi3
wish to be manly was obviously one of the chief conflicts. He
had a tendency to show his superiority, and ho was defensive of
his faults. His behavior alternated between extreme submissivo-
nes3 and rebellion against it.
Henry's delinquent acts wars probably the rssult of hi3 rebe_licn
against his own feelings of weakness and fear. His father undoubtedly
fostered Henry's feelings of weakness, fear, inferiority and insecurity,
a9 he offorod so little to the boy' a emotional growth and development.
His behavior in school 9semed to bo characterized by submissiveneso
with few attempts to express his aggressiveness or hostility. He cried
easily and did not defend himself which wa3 quite a contrast to his
behavior at home. Henry's behavior at, camp 3eemed to be modified acme-
wiiat in contrast to the home and school. Ho was not submissive in camp
aa his behavior in school indicated, and on the other hand hi3 aggression
and rebellion was not expressed as overtly as it was at home. His tenden-
cy to have been an exhibitionist at camp as well as the incident of
mutual masturbation points toward his conflict over masculinity. His
tendency towards slyness and his atte pt9 to avoid doing tilings he did
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net like indicate hostility as wall as aggression which we also soe ex-
pressed in the heme situation, although at heme his behavior was more
*
overt. His counselor reported that Henry "had a tendency to borrow with-
out permission" which also indicates that there may have been some
stealing at camp, which again was carried out much more subtly than at
home.
3a 30 No . V
Bob wae sovon years old and the older of two children wit!'* an
IQ, of 12J at the time of referral. lie wa3 referred to the clinic
by his mother at the suggestion of a friend.
Bob's behavior at homo was destructive and wild. He was jealous
and greedy and constantly annoyed mother by seeking attention.
He was ag; rei3aive towards mother if not allowed his own way.
Father died when Bob was four years old, and the family was
receiving A.DG at the timo of referral. Mother and father had
never made a satisfactory marital adjustment, and there were
frequent separations lasting for a period of a few days to
weeks or months.
Mother was a very unstable person and seemed to be a border-
line psychotic. 3he showed masochistic and sadistic qualities
with strong primitive infantile urges, and her contact with
reality was poor. 3no showed terrific aggression against people
and wa s afraid of her own hostility. Her guilt, which stemmed
from her hostility, was evidenced by her need to be punished.
Mother treated Bob as an ax tension of her husband and identified
Bob with her husband.
We can observe Bob's feelings of insecurity by his constant
attempts to gain attention. He expressed his hostility by
aggressive behavior, but liks his mother we can observe guilt
for the hostility and anger expressed by provoking punishment.
In the neighborhood and in school this same type of behavior
was evidenced. He was often involved in fights in the school
yard, and the neighbors complained about his aggressive behavior.
A.gain, as we observed in mother, we see Bob afraid of his
aggression.
His aggressive attacks seem to have stemmed from his fear of
others as well as his fear cf his own hostility which he tried

tc overcome by evert expression. These attacks also provoked
punishment for his feelings cf guilt. Ecth Bob and his
mother did not know what to do with their aggress ion and felt
they must attack before being attacked. Bob's non-conforming
behavior in school was also anct. er attempt at gaining the
love and attention from the teacher which he wa3 deprived of
at home due to the many handicapping personality traits ob-
servable in the mother.
The camp report described Bob as belligerent and confused in
a large group, but not uncontrollable. He was described as a
lone wolf and often moody. He was unable to follow through on
the activities as 'he wanted tc do what he felt like.' 1 He
threatened boys smaller than himself and was considered 'somewhat
of a problem, “ but it was never necessary to send him to the
director for disciplinary reasons.
Two very distinct types of behavior were noticeable at the
clinic. Bob would either 3it off and ignore everything, or
ho would be exhibitionistic and very aggressive and hostile
towards the doctor. This clearly 3hcwa hia fear and ambiva-
lence towards the doctor. He was agitated and destructive
until he felt assured the doctor liked him. The first few
interviews ho wanted to be superior .and insult the doctor. He
was very noisy and restless and ran around the rooms shouting
and yelling. This wild, disorganized behavior wa3 followed by
greediness and jealousy which in turn was followed by a desire
for punishment. Hia conflicts were primitively organized,
and he denied anxiety and his feelings, or else projected them
on the cutside world.
Bob '
3
fears and suspicions were strong and deep seated, and
he expressed this inner turmoil by outward destruction. It
is interesting to note how closely his behavior resembled that
of his mother, especially in their fear of aggression, their
feeling they must attack before being attacked and their at-
te ipt to provoke punishment.
Bob's behavior seemed to hav9 been fairly consistent in the home,
neighborhood, school, ca.mp and the clinic. It alternated between stubborn,
moody, withdrawn periods tc wild, destructive, overt expression.
Casa No . 71
When Paul was referred he was eight years old and the older of
two children. His IQ was 20, but it was noted that the results
were questionable duo tc his open resentment and fear at the
time he was tested. The examiner felt that Faul could probably

have done better. He was referred to the clinic by his mother
at the suggestion of a settlement house worker.
Faul was aggressive towards his mother, swore and had severe
temper tantrums. In addition he was enuretic and had facial
grimaces. He was an extremely deprived bey, and hi3 behavior
clearly indicates his many fears, anxieties, and deprivations.
Although the home was located in an old building in a slum
area, the tenement was bright, cheerful and furnished in excellent
taste and consisted cf two bedrooms and a kitchen. A few months
after referral mother and father were legally separated, and
mother received ADO.
Mother was illegitimately pregnant with Faul, and the marriage
followed when she discovered that she was pregnant. Mother
was a very dependent person and constantly locked to others to
make her decisions. 3he wanted a girl when Paul was born and
openly expressed her preference for girls. Her second child
was a girl for whom she had much warmth and affection. She had
very little understanding or affection for Paul and was coaplatly
wrapped up in her daughter. She identified Paul with his father
and made him the target of her own aggression, hostility and
dissatisfaction in life. Mother was resentful and distrustful
of men and her unsatisfactory ambivalent relationship with her
own father and husband wae carried over to Faul.
Father was a passive, immature man. He spent auch of his time
gambling and with other women. He left all cf the responsibility
cf the home to the mother, and he was a poor, unreliable supporter.
He had a court record during his adolescence and was charged
with breaking and entering, and as an adult ha was jailed for nen-
support. Mother and father quarreled a good deal in Paul's
presence, and after a few periods of separation mother and
father were legally separated.
His sister had first place with mother, and ha was rejected
again when father left the home. His demanding aggressive
behavior towards his nether was an attempt to gain love as well
as an expression cf hostility towards hio mother for the
rejection which was so obvious. Also we can observe a very
close identification with father in observing Paul's temper
tantrums. Father did a good deal of swearing, kicking furniture,
slamming doors and facial grimacing whan he quarreled with
mother. Paul's tanper tantrums Included exactly the same type
of behavior. Paul was fond of his father and felt badly when
father left the home. lie was ashamed of the marital friction
which went on in the heme and was defensive of nis father. Paul
wa 8 a sensitive boy and felt rejected. Rejection wa3 followed
by anxiety and anger which resulted in tamper tantrums and

aggressive behavior.
Paul's school adjustment was very unsatisfactory. His school
work was poor, and his behavior w?„s raotl333 and destructive.
He did a great deal of talking and clowning in school and was
threatened with expulsion. Here again we see Paul demanding
for proof that he 'was loved and net rejected.
A.11 through Paul's camp experience we can observe the same
reaching out for attention and love. He did net want tc share
the counselor's attention with anyone. He would affecti nateiy
approach adults whom he liked and the next moment to the same
adults let off a torrent of abuse. Again we see anxiety,
insecurity, fear of rejection exprecsed in an angry explosion.
He rarely conformed, was extremely negativistic, did net enter
into group activities, swore, v/as aggressive and flew into ragaB
very easily.
When Paul was first seen at the clinic, he was extremely sus-
picious, distrustful and aggressive. Ha imitated wild animals,
kicked, bit, and tried to frighten the dcotor. His behavior
wa3 impulsive and uncontrolled—he laughed one minute and kicked
and screamed the next and used very obscene language. Faul
could not stand the slightest bit of rejection—he took it as
proof he was not loved—and reacted with violence. As Paul felt
more secure in his relationship with the doctor, his tolerance
to frustration increased. However, he v/as unable tc meet even
modest demands, and when there was any pressure from heme or
school, ha quickly reverted tc hie old behavior patterns.
Faul was an emotionally starved boy as his behavior clearly indi-
cates. He was the target of mother's hostility and resentment towards
men which fostered many of Paul's hostile, angry, feelings. Ha was
completely rejected by father, had little understanding or love from
mother. As a result Faul was extremely anxious, insecure and unable to
tolerate frustration or the slightest degree of rejection. The marital
situation in addition tc the damaging effects the mother's personality
shcw3 are undoubtedly very influential in Paul's behavior.
Case No. VII
At the time of referral Ken was ten years old. He had an IQ
of 118 and was the cider of two children. He v/as referred by

the family doctor because he waa making a poor social adjustment,
and he was aggressive and destructive at heme.
The family owned a two family house in a good neighborhood.
The living quarters provided plenty of room and yard space for
playing.
Mother seemed to be a controlling, aggressive person. 3he
appeared to be quite competitive in her relationship with father
and Ken. She was outspoken and frank concerning her feelings
for beys. 3he could not ''bear the thoughts of having another
boy" and admitted that she could not manage boys. Mother's
hostility for Yen seemed quite obvious, it appeared as though
she tried to turn the doctor against Ken. Mother set very high
school standards for ' en and seemed to put a good deal of pressure
upon him.
Father was a quiet, intelligent man and a good, reliable provider.
He and mother usually agreed on the matter of discipline, and
they seamed to have made a very satisfactory marital adjustment.
He was "put out'1 by Ken's behavior, but one has the feeling that
father was not as anxious and upset about Yen as mother seemed
to be.
Ken was very destructive and aggressive at heme. He tore his
clothes, was noisy and as mother stated rt he acted foolish." His
behavior clearly indicated rebellion and hostility towards his
mother as well as a bid for attention.
In the school situation it is interesting to note how ;>en
carried over the hostility he harbored for mother to the teacher.
He was defiant towards the teacher and refused to pay attention.
He hit the children and threw things at them, which was very
likely an expression of hostility originally directed at the
teacher.
Ken made a very satisfactory adjustment in camp. He was
described as usually smiling and happy. He waa interested in
all types of activities, and his enthusiasm was sustained
throughout the camp period. He showed constant willingness to
learn and was able to take praise or criticism as a regular
occurrence.
Ken was noisy* when he first came to the clinic. However, he
related easily to the doctor and quickly quieted down and was
frank and without fear. The doctor felt that it wa9 possible to
see and feel Ken's anger and aggression, but his behavior was
not unco-ordinated or unacceptable. Kan told the doctor that
his mother did not like boys.
'
The center of Ken's conflict was his conviction that hi3 mother
did not love him. ilia aggressive behavior, expecially towards woman,
stemmed from that conviction. Ken apparently had a good relationship
with his father, and it is interesting to note how well he adjusted in
the camp situation where there were no women present.
Case No. 71 I
I
Bill was seven years old at the time of referral. Ho was the
older of two children, and his sibling v/as his stepbrother.
Bill wao referred to the clinic by his mother who “heard about
it."
Bill refused to obey his mother, lied, stole, set fires and
was malicious. Ho was also very destructive at heme, and
mother told of one incident when he cut the upholstery on a
chair.
bill was two years old when his parents wore divorced. He wa3
five years old when his mother remarried.
Mother seemed to b3 extremely limited and a very disturbed
person emotionally. 3he was demanding, immature and had a
tendency to dramatize a good deal. She seemed to seek out
contempt and abuse in msn, and Bill 3oemed to nlay a part in
this role. 3he was not much concerned about Bill, and the
clinic contact appeared to have been instigated by pressure
from her family and the neighbors.
Stepfather was a well educated man who had little time for Bill.
He was described by mother as 'cold and unfeeling.* He was very
attached to the stepbrother and became impatient with Bill's
bid for attention.
i
father seemed well identified with Bill and was very conscientious
about paying his board, buying his clothing and making camp
plans for him. He visited Bill every Sunday and took him out.
Although father seemed rather rigid, he did have understanding
and positive feelings for Bill. According to father Bill was
never a behavior problem with him, and he felt that mother was
too demanding of Bill.
Bill's aggressive behavior seems to represent ways for demanding
care and attention which is due him and retaliating to mother
for her inability to provide them. It also seems to indicate
/
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hostility towards the stepfather as well as an attempt to get
the attention and love stepfather is giving to the stepbrother
but not to Bill*
In the school situation once again we can observe Bill's feelings
of hostility and rejection projected ci the teacher. The teaeher
described his behavior as "impudent' and 3aid that Bill lied,
disobeyed and annoyed the other children. Bill told the teacher
that hia mother was not interested in him and that she did not care
what he did.
The camp report was brief and stated that Bill had made a
satisfactory adjustment, and there were no indications of any
behavior disturbances.
Bill was described by the doctor as an alert bey. He related
quickly and during his contact at the ciinic the doctor felt
that Bill played well with the other children. No fantasies or
material indicating any profound disturbance were observable.
The problem in this case seems to center largely around this
emotionally disturbed mother and her inability to give much of anything
to Bill. Bill was also torn between two father figures, and his
aggressive behavior seems to have been an atto ipt to gain security with
the stepfather. This same attempt to gain acceptance seems to bo ap-
parent also in the school situation. When he told the teaeher his
mother did not care about him, he seamed to be asking for her love and
acceptance.
Case No.
_
When Dick was referred to the clinic, he was seven years old.
He was the fourth of five children. However, two of his
siblings were dead. His IQ, wa3 97* He was referred by his
mother at the suggestion of a worker from a social agency
because of stealing, aex activity, swearing, truanting and
temper tantrums.
father deserted the home, and mother was receiving ADO. The
family lived in a very poor congested neighborhood, and their
living quarters were overcrowded.
Mother was obviously rejecting of Dick. She was reluctant about
..
,
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brinring Dick to tha clinic and wanted placement for him.
3ha was unahle to understand him or to give him any affection.
3he closely identified Dick with all of father *
3
negative
qualities, and often she ccmp?„red Dick with his father. Mother
entertained men friends in the heme, and because of thi3 3he
was frequently brought to the attention of the authorities,
which she resented.
father was an unreliable supporter at the time he was in the
heme. Re deserted once and returned and deserted the last time
permanently. He had a court record and was charged with breaking
in and stealing. During the times he was in the home, there
was much marital discord.
Dick stayed out very late at night and at times overnight. He
lied to mother, and mother felt completely unable to manage
him and called the police when he did not coma home.
There wore numerous complaints about Dick from the neighbors,
ile swore at tha neighbors, stole from neighborhood stores, and
was taken into court for snatching a handbag and for sex be-
havior. Mother became vary upset and frustrated when the
neighbors complained and whipped Dick 'to satisfy the neighbors . 9
Dick seemed to respond to mother's rejection with defiance
and rejection of her. By staying away from the heme Lick forced
mother to give him some attention even if it did mean notifying
the police.
^
The teacher described Dick as having rapid, unpredictable
changes of mood—he was helpful at one time and had temper
tantrums another. stole money from the teacher, truantod
from school and alternated between being protective of the
children and bullying.
Dick also made a peer camp adjustment. Ha was disliked by
the children and “stole everything he 3aw that he wanted. !* He
- did not participate in tha camp program and seemed to look for
trouble. He was obstinate, and hia method for gaining attention
seemed to be by doing things the others disliked.
The doctor described Dick as being a large, strong, aggressive
boy. He triad to make a good impression and gain the doctor's
friendship. He tried to minimize his difficulties as well as
hia anxieties and tried to prove himself independent, without
fear. Dick would not admit to hi3 behavior, and there was a
lack of observable anxiety noticeable.
Dick was a severely deprived boy. He responded to rejection by
defiance and aggressive behavior In the neighborhood, schcol and camo.

Case Jc. X
iarl, age eight, with an IQ, of 109, was "the second child of
five at the time of referral. He was referred to the clinic
by his mother at the suggestion of the maternal aunt who had
been a former client. lari set fires, stele, lied and stayed
out late at night.
Marl lived in an overcrowded tenement housing project. The
rooms were described a3 bare and worn but clean. The project
contained a wild group of children who were frequently in
trouble with the police.
Mother was a very immature dependent person. Jhe felt unable
to cope with Marl's behavior and was very fearful and worried
about Mari getting into difficulties with the police.
Father was an alcoholic, and he spent a rood deal of time with
other women in the building. He was taken into court on two
different charges, one for cruel and abusive treatment of hi3
wife and the other for nensupoort. The children witnessed
violent, abusive scenes between mother and father. Both
parents were inconsistent in disciplining and alternated
between strictness and overindulgence.
2arl was unable to identify with his father and received very
little security, love or care from his mother. He was an
extremely sensitive boy, anxious and fearful, and his means
of attack and defense were evasion, lying, secrecy and revenge.
The teacher 3aid Marl misbehaved in school, but not seriously,
.he described him as being erratic but lovable. He dayirsamed
in school, and his grades were poor.
Marl was known to the courts for stealing and for ringing false
fire alarms. Marl had many feminine features, and because of
this he seemed to be up against the contempt and ridicule of
other people. His antisocial behavior could have been partly
a reaction to this influence, and an attempt on Earl 's part
to prove to himself as well as to others that he was daring
and manly.
The camp counselors considered Marl a generous, likable boy.
He wa-3 not offensive cr disagreeable and showed progress in
working and playing with others. .hen he first arrived it
camp, he seemed to retreat from the group, but as he oecame
better integrated and interested in camp this was no longer
observable. It was noted that he was easily discouraged, but
he responded well to encouragement and praise.
Marl was easily hurt, he brooded, cried easily and withdrew

when hurt. He required immediate gratification for hia needs
and resorted to delinquent acta to provide himself with the
desired objects. His control to check his impulses was not
good, because his conscience was so poorly developed. The
gratification of hi3 wishes was mere important tc him than
the gain of self-control and the approval of others.
Jarl's parents offered him very little security or gratification
for his needs, he had no one with whom he could identify, and conse-
quently was given no support or help in developing a conscience. It is
interesting tc note that he seemed tc make a fairly good adjustment at
camp, and he was able to respond positively tc praise and encouragement.
Paso No. .1
Bud, age 3ix, with an IQ of 10?, wa3 the older of two children
at the time of referral. He was referred to the clinic by his
mother at the suggestion of a doctor.
Bud displayed very aggressive behavior towards his mother. He
swore, was destructive, refused to obey her and laughed at
mother and threatened to attack her when she punished him.
Mother was very seductive in her relationship with Hud and
was unconsciously stimulating the children sexually. Jhe was
unable to cope with Bud's aggression and was fearful of his
temper tantrums. She was very inconsistent in her discipline
and vacillated between helplessness and severe beatings. She
was afraid Bud did not love her and could not accept his liking
father or the doctor.
father was a passive, compliant, reliable man. He owned hi3
own business and was successful and a good provider. He was
fond of the children and had a good relationship with Bud.
Mother seemed tc be an obsessive, aggressive person, and Bud
seemed to be rebelling against his mother's demands. He seemed
to use his behavior as a means of getting what he wanted, and
as mother said, she often gave in tc Bud in an attempt to
prevent a temper tantrum.
His school adjustment was very satisfactory. Hie grades were
good, and his teacher considered him lazy but not a behavior
problem.
Bud made a very satisfactory camp adjustment, and there were

no indications of any behavior problems.
It is interesting tc note how Bud’s aggressive behavior was
directed almost completely towards mother. Hia hostility and angor
probably were fostered by mother’s aggressive, fe rful behavior towards
Bud. Her insecurity and inconsistency very likely provoked the sane
feelings in Bud, and his rebellion was expressed by aggressiveness. Bud
behavior wa3 net a problem in the school, camp or community, and it
seems quite evident that mother's behavior, in addition to her unstable
relationship with Bud, was very influential in this case.
Case No . XII
At the time of referral Joe was seven years old. Ho was the
oldest of three children with an IQ of 114. Joe was referred
to the clinic by a 30c ial worker from a family agency.
Joe’s behavior was very aggressive at h.ms and in the community.
He truanted from school and stayed away from home often over-
night. Several times ho was found by the police asleep in
doorways. Me stole money from his mother and wa3 known tc the
courts for stealing from neighborhood stores, and also he 'was
known for ringing false alarms. Joe had set several fires in
the home and was generally destructive. In addition to this
type of behavior he was aggressive and quarrelsome with his
siblings.
Joe’s home environment had always been unstable. The family
moved frequently, and Joe had been placed in two different
institutions and several foster homes before his contact at
the clinic.
Mother had been illegitimately pregnant with Joe and was an
immature, passive, dependent person. 3he wa3 negligent with
her duties aa a mother ana wa3 defensive and cverprctec tive
of Joe.
Father shewed psychopathic trends and was classified as a
chrcnic alcoholic by the draft board. At the clinic he
boasted about hia gambling and drink ing and acted with an air
of superiority to cover up hia many deficiencies. He could not
tolerate criticism from anyone, and he had a rebellious
attitude towards the police and authorities. Like mother.
I1
father was also immature, passive, and had strong dependent
needs. He had a poor occupational record, and at the tine of
referral he had deserted the family at one time and returned.
He wa3 also defensive of Joe and projected the blame of Joe’s
difficulties as well as his own on to others.
Joe was strongly identified with his fa ther and behaved very
much like him in many respects. Ha had the same attitudes as
fathor tov/ards the police and authorities, and also like father,
ho posed ao a tough guy. Joe was defensive of father and told
about hating mother but liking father, and Joe took father’s
part against mother. When Joe was in any difficulty with the
school or police, father would remain defensive of Joe. Father
oemed to be fostering a good deal of Joe's antisocial behavior,
as his attitude seemed to bo quite permissive in regard to Joe's
behavior. Much of Joe's behavior seemed to indicate anxiety and
insecurity, and ha acted out these conflicts to prove he could
master them. He was also concerned about hi3 masculinity and
strength* and he denied his feelings of weakness by rebelling,
bravado behavior and antisocial acts. To be a bad boy meant to
bo a strong boy to both Joe and his father.
Joe made a poor school adjustment. Ke was unable to get along
with the teachers or principals and was rejected by them. He
was restless, Inattentive and often in trouble because of
truanting. He had a reading disability which was handicapping
as far as his acaiemic achievement was concerned.
In camp Joo was antisocial at first, had an air of superiority,
and pushed the other boys around. He discredited boys receiving
praise and disappeared when there was work to be done. He could
not see the point in co-operating and yearned for attention
and affection from the counselors. Ho was co-operative and
helpful if the counselors were firm and strict, and ha could
be shown that by doing it, it would help him. After ho had
developed a feeling of security with the counselors, less
animosity was noticed and more positive behavior became evident.
He was responsive to suggestions if properly approached. His
progress was not consistent, but a noticeable change for the
good was observable.
Joe had good intelligence, but he made little U3e of it. At
the clinic he also tried to present an air of superiority and
be a tough boy. He seemed to have little feeling for others
and was an extremely selfish boy.
In thi3 case it can be observed that the same type of r-bollious,
aggressive behavior which is observable in the heme was carried over
-
into the community, school and camp situations. \ slight modification
is noticeable in the camp situation, but on the whole Joe's behavior
seems fairly consistent. The behavior and attitudes of the parents and
especially the father seem to play a very significant part in Joe's be-
havior. Joe felt that his mother did not have any faith in him, and this
.
very likely provoked a good deal of hostile, destructive and aggressive
behavior noticeable in tho home.
Case No . XIII
Tom was nine years old, had an IQ, of 124 and was the cider of
two children at the time of referral. He wae referred to the
clinic by a doctor, because he had been involved in petty
thievery, and he smoked, swore and fought with his siblings.
Tom's home was located in a very poor section with many taverns
on the street. There was constant cuarreling going on between
the parents, and father was frequently physically abusive to
mother. Father wa9 brought before the court several times for
nonsupport and also served a jail sentence for the same char, a.
Mother and father separated three or four times, and finally
the parents legally separated, and mother received ADC. This
final separation took place after the case was accepted by the
clinic
.
Mother was a timid, dependent, tense person who had a great
deal of fear of her husband and his abusive treatment- 3ha
was unstable and had congenital syphillis and glaucoma. She
had no sight in one eye, and her vision wae extremely limited
in the other. She was fearful and overprotec tive in her
relationship with Tom and projected her own poor vision on to
him. Mother took reading material away from him and constantly
reminded him he should net read because of his poor eyesight.
(Tom's eyes were corrected to 20/20 vision.)
Father was arrested a total of thirty-two times for various
charges in addition to nonaupport. He was arrested for hitting
a waitress, and he spent a good deal of time out with other
women.
Tom's behavior seemed to be a rebellion against his mother's
fears and overprotectivanesa. Mother was very dependent upon
Tom, and he felt a great deal of responsibility for her. \t

the same time, however, Tom fait that his mother liked his
brother bast, and this feeling provoked anger and hostility
towards mother. Tom's stealing vary likely stemmed from thi3
emotional deprivation, as it was an attempt to gat what mother
was withholding. Another factor which is observable in Tom's
stealing was his attempt to prove his strength and masculinity.
Tom was a small boy for his age, and he was very sensitive
about his size. He stole such things as nives which gave
him feelings of power and strength. A, certain amount of lust
and pleasure wont with his stealing, and he wanted be. be
skillful and clever about it. ?cr example he told about taking
a billfold out of someone's pocket without his being aware of
the fact. It gave him a feeling of accomplishment, and he felt
proud and superior.
Tom first started ocho 1 without knowing the meaning of authority
as reported by the sisters, and he refused to obey orders or
follow directions. However, after the sisters had talked with
Tom, he settled down and adjusted to the school program. The
sisters were all fond of Tom, considered him to be a bright,
likable boy who was in need of praise and encouragement.
Tom's camp report stated that he made an unusually good ad-
justment. He was outgoing, friendly and very co-operative,
lie showed good participation in a variety of activities and
responded well to suggestions and criticisms. Tom was considered
honest, truthful and a good sport. Ho worked well in a group as
well as alone, and he was net too subservient or toe domineering.
He showed many fine positive qualities and expressed his ap-
preciation of the ‘''clean life at camp.’
Tom also belonged tc the YMCA and attended the various activities
regularly. The group worker at the Y deecribod Tom as a "most
co-operative, friendly, loyal boy." Ho was well liked by the
boys and respected the rights and privileges of others.
Tcra was friendly and frank with the doctor and did not appear
to look for sympathy or censure from him. He was keen, in-
terested, alert and well-behaved in his relationship with the
doctor.
Tom's aggressive, antisocial behavior seems to have been motivated
by hi3 overprotec tive, unstable dependent mother. Ke responded to his
mother's behavior with defiance, hostility and rebellion. He attempted
tc compensate for emotional deprivation by stealing and at the same time
stealing was an attempt to prove his own masculinity. It is interesting
I.
to note how beneficially and satisfactorily Tom used social outlets to
satisfy his emotional needs when given the opportunity. This can be
observed in all of hla contacts outside of the home. In the school
situation ha was able to accept the limitations imposed, because he was
also given love, acceptance and understanding. In camp and at the YMCk
Tom was able to adjust oasily and well and take full advantage of the
opportunities offered and at the same time give constructively to the
groups, little of Tom’s antisocial behavior, with the exception of
stealing, seemed tc have been carried over into his relationships outside
of the heme, but in contrast, it seemed tc have been focused and aimed
at mother, who, in turn, seemed to bo the motivating force.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND 0CNCLU3ICNS
This thesis is a 3tudy of the behavior of thirteen pre-delinquent
boys who were referred to the Research Project for treatment. The boys
ranged in age from six years to ten years inclusive and were all of
normal intelligence or above. The avera e IQ for the twelve boys for
whom results were available was 110.1. Nine of the thirteen boys were
doing satisfactory school work; three were passing, but their work was
considered low, and only one boy was failing. All of the boys chosen for
this 3tudy had camp experience, and their camp reports were available for
reference.
An effort was made to determine what patterns of behavior were evi-
dent within this group and whether there were any significant differences
or similarities between the boy's behavior at home and his behavior in
the community. No attempt was made to deal with these cases in terms of
specific causation but rather to find out what aspects of their behavior
are or are not duplicated in situations ether than the home.
because the writer's interest was focused upon the child's emotion-
al life and how his various needs, frustrations and deprivations were
expressed by his behavior, little consideration was given to his external
environment as a contributing factor. An attempt was made to liait the
study to the child's behavior in relation to adults, and for that reason
his behavior in relation to siblings and contemporaries was described
very briefly, and only a3 it related to nis over-all adjustment in a
particular situation.
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Case summaries were presented for the thirteen cases studied which
described the child’s behavior at home, in school, in the community, at
camp and at the clinic. They also pointed cut the child's emotional needs,
gratifications and deprivations as expressed by his antisocial behavior.
Aggressive behavior was observable in all of the ca363 studied.
Sight of the beys stole, six were destructive, four stayed out late at
night and at times overnight, four sit fires, three lied, truanted and
swore, and two were known to the courts for stealing and for sex activity.
In three of the cases the delinquent behavior was confined to the heme*
Cne of these boys made an excellent camp adjustment, and the other two
wore considered good campers. All three of the boys made satisfactory
school adjustments, and there were no indications of antisocial behavior
in the neighborhood.
Three of the boys presented problems in the home and neighborhood,
but they all made satisfactory adjustments in school, and they were all
considered to be excellent campers.
Two of the boys presented problems in the home and at school, but
they both made satisfactory camp adjustments, and they presented no
problems in the neighborhood or community.
Two of tiie boys were considered to be problems in the homo, neighbor-
hood and school, but they both made fairly good came adjustments. They
presented some problems, but their behavior was not as aggre33ive or as
l
troublesome as it seemed to be at home, in the neighborhood and at school.
Two of the boys presented antisocial behavior in the home, school
and camp, but they were not problems in the neighborhood. Cnly cne of the
1
boys studied was shewing delinquent behavior in ail four settings.
In only two cases ware the parents living together without marital
discord. In four of the cases studied the parents were living together,
but their marital adjustment was V3ry unsatisfactory, and there was a good
deal of fighting and quarreling going on within the home. In the three
cases classified as father deserted, father dead, and legal separation,
there was a history of marital friction. The one mother who remarried
seemed to be making a fairly satisfactory marital adjustment, but con-
sideration oust be given to the fact that the stepfather offered very
little 1 ov 9 or attention to the boy and was quite partial to his step-
brother. In three of the cases the parents separated several times and
returned to each other. In these cases also much marital discord was
present.
Four of the families *nad steady, adequate incomes provided by the
father, and three of the families wars receiving \DQ. Six of the families
had inconsistent incomes due to the fact toe fathers were unreliable and
supported the family one week and not the next.
The fathers on the whole presented a very discouraging picture.
Five of too fathers had court records, two ware psychotic and alcoholic.
Two fathers appeared to have homosexual tendencies, one of which was
previously mentioned as also being alcoholic and psychotic. Only two of
the fathers studied, who wore iivirt; in too hemte^wers considered to be
good fathers. They were both stable, reliable men, and both had good
relationships with the boy3. However, the father in the divorce case
was also a good father, but due to circumstances his contact with the boy
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was limited. The remaining fathers showed little interest in the boys
and offered them very little love or security. They were poor figures for
identification, and in most Cases they were threatening and damn ing the
boy's emcticna] growth and development.
The study of the mothers revealed that three of the aethers had been
illegitimately pregnant. On® mother had been brought to the attention cf
the authorities for entertaining men in the home. Cut cf the total group
of parents studied four mothers and five fathers revealed very definite
antisocial behavior patterns. Three of the me there wore extremely upset
emotioaally, and two of these were considered to be border-line psychotics.
Many of the mothers were very dependent, insecure, fearful, anxious in-
dividuals. It is interesting tc nct9 that five of the mothers identified
the boys with the negative qualities of the fathers, and two of these
mothers verbalized their dislike for boys and their preference for girls.
This 3tudy revoals that all of these boys showed aggressive behavior
in the home, but, however, there were variations in the sxtent and situ-
ations where the aggressive behavior was duplicated. Cnly one boy showed
aggressive behavior in specific situations where they ware not subjected
to the insecurity, aarital discord and to the hind of rejection they re-
ceived at home.
In summary it can be said that the majority cf the boys studied
carried their antisocial behavior bey^ nd the lu.me situation. \1though in
many instances their behavior was modified in the various settings, the
same basic charac teristics seemed tc. be present.
Factors found in literature such as marital discord, emotional in-

stability of the parents, behavior and attitudes of the parents, lack of
good father figures and the parent's relationship and attitudes towards
the child, all played an important part in the antisocial behavior of
these children.
Approved,
Richard K. Conant
Dean
I*
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